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evo
Invisible Lumbar Support.

Enjoy the sensuality of space with a chair of minimal pretensions, maximum charm.
The silhouette is graceful, making it an ideal complement for a variety of decor 
styles. Simple lines conceal the lumbar support you need for all-day comfort, so 
you get the best of both worlds: sleek design and a restful seat. 



www

Simple lines. 
Perfect poise.

With its understated charm, evo has redefined poise and 
simplicity. Evo ups the style factor of any workplace or 
home in an instant, so you never have to sacrifice style for 
comfort. 



Move the lumbar control lever to tighten or loosen the 
elastic mesh for the right intensity of support. The sides 
of the backrest conceal the lumbar support control, so 
you get comfort without compromising on style. 

A symmetry of utility and comfort



Invisible support.
Tangible comfort.

Simplicity rules. Function matters. So does comfort. Evo 
delivers on all three counts. 

Evo’s invisible lumbar support works in cohesion with 
the flexible backrest and hyper-elastic mesh for fuss-free 
comfort. So sit down. Sit back. Sit up. Enjoy the harmony 
of function and pleasure.



Lumbar Support

Adjustable Headrest

3D Adjustable Armrests

Backrest Lock

Adjustable Seat Height

Tension Control

Move the lumbar control lever to tighten or loosen the elastic 
mesh at the desired area for just the right intensity.

Adjust the height of the headrest to provide head and neck 
support while you are in a reclined position.

Armrests can be adjusted in three directions to support your 
arms and take weight off your shoulders.

Lock your chair in an upright or reclined position.

Adjust the seat height according to individual preference for 
better blood circulation in your lower limbs. 

Adjust the amount of back resistance according to your 
weight and preference.
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Adjustability

Specifications

Colours

COOL GREY CALMING BLUE SUMMER GREEN CRIMSON RED NATURAL BROWN MIDNIGHT BLACK

evo high-back
Width 680
Depth 670
Height 1170-1310
Adjustable Armrests
Synchronous Mechanism
Tension Control

evo mid-back (fixed arms)
Width 630
Depth 670
Height 1010-1110
Adjustable Armrests
Synchronous Mechanism
Tension Control



Sitting is not as simple as it seems. Benel creates chairs which 
maximize the comfort level for each individual. As body shape differs 
from person to person, we offer a wide variety of chairs with different 
features to ensure that you can find the perfect chair for yourself.

www.benel.com.sg


